
Setting up a Columbus analysis protocol – basic cell, nucleus and cytoplasm 
recognition 

1. Go to http://129.215.162.118/ and sign with your group username and p/w 
2. Select Image analysis. 
3. Select images to analyse by opening plate file on image tree/Screen list and 

selecting the date file associated with that plate – this is the Input Image.  
4. Next to Input Image clicking on the plus sign will open a menu of all building 

blocks – only those highlighted in bold are currently available for selection. 
5. Select Find Nuclei. 
6. In the Find Nuclei Building Block select the correct Channel eg. DAPI.  
7. Alter primary and secondary parameters to improve selection – a more 

detailed description of every parameter is in the Columbus Help section – top 
right of screen. 

8. Click on the Green arrow that completes selection on this building block 
before moving onto the next building block. 

9. Define Output population - this defaults as nuclei but can be changed to 
whatever is suitable. Nuclei is now the name of your whole population of 
cells in the current image, it does not refer to individual or groups of nuclei. 

10. At this stage a number of additional building blocks can be applied to Nuclei. 
11. From the Building Block list select Find Cytoplasm. 
12. In the Find Cytoplasm Building Block select the correct channel.  
13. Alter primary and secondary parameters to improve selection – a more 

detailed description of every parameter is in the Columbus Help section. 
14. Click on the Green arrow that completes parameter selection on this building 

block before moving onto the next building block. 
15. There is no output population to define for Find Cytoplasm however in 

subsequent building blocks the possible regions, or objects, that can now be 
selected are: nucleus, cell, cytoplasm, membrane. 

16. To remove objects at the edge of the image, from the Building Block list 
select Select Population. 

17. In the Select Population Building Block, define population: Nuclei, Method: 
Common Filters and Define Output as eg. Whole cells – in subsequent 
building blocks the population to select is now Whole Cells, NOT Nuclei. 

18. In the Calculate Intensity Properties building block you can measure the 
intensity of any channel in a defined population and cell region. 

19. Similarly in the Calculate Morphology Properties building block you can 
measure the morphological attributes of any defined population or cell 
region. 

20. Under Define Results select required outputs by checking boxes for the 
appropriate population. 

21. For some numerical outputs, there is a pull down menu where mean, 
median, SD etc. can be selected as an output. 

22. If single cell data is required check Single Cell Output. WARNING, if this is 
selected the plate processing time may be significantly increased. 

 
 
 

http://129.215.162.118/


Monitoring jobs on Columbus 
1. To access Background Job Status on Columbus – this is a list of jobs currently 

running on Columbus and jobs that have been performed over the last 7 
days: 

a. Open Columbus. 
b. Right click on Job Status – top right corner. 
c. Select Open in New Tab 

2. Columbus can simultaneously perform an Import, an Export, and a Batch 
analysis. 

3. The table automatically updates every 30 seconds. 
4. Additional jobs of the same type will be queued behind the current job. 
5. When performing an Import (or an Export) do not log off Columbus or the 

computer running the Import/Export or the job and queued jobs will abort. 
6. To cancel a job select Kill on the Job Status table. 
7. Estimated timings – depends on how busy the IT network is: 

a. Import: 2/3 of plate scan time. 
b. Batch analysis: 10-20 min. 
c. Export: a few seconds per plate. 

 
 
To export data from Columbus to Excel 

1. Logon to Columbus. 
2. Select Export. 
3. Columbus Helper window opens, select Connection file. 
4. Launcher opens, select ok. 
5. On Columbus under Screen List open plate file to export until date displayed 

– click on +. 
6. Click on the date and the number 1 should appear in Selected Measurements 

under Select Data. 
7. Repeat this selection process in point 5 for all plates that data is to be 

exported. 
8. Under Data Selection all plate names selected are displayed – to remove any 

from the list, right click on the file/plate name and select Delete. 
9. Under Select Export options select: 

a. Method: Export to disc. 
b. Export Folder: this is where the data will go 
c. DO NOT CHECK Image data  - if this is done all the images will be 

exported alongside results/data that will significantly increase 
transfer time! 

d. However, for archiving your data you should tick this (ONLY 
OVERNIGHT PLEASE!) 

e. CHECK Results: Excel (txt). 
f. For the rest use default settings. 

10. Click on Green arrow to export.  
 


